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6.4 EL MOUNT CLEARANCE ISSUES
Initial checking of the physical clearances and range of motion for the EL mount has revealed a major
issue that limits the desired elevation angle range. The issue can be seen in the photo below that shows
that the worm gear appendage of the servo-motor-driven slewing bearing will collide with the transition
box and thereby limit the maximum downward angle to 0 degrees elevation, i.e., no negative angles of
elevation can be accessed in this configuration due to contact of the lower transition box arm with the
worm gear appendage when trying to access negative elevation angles.

Figure III-1. This view (bottom) shows that the lower arm of the transition box will contact the worm
gear section at 0 degrees elevation angle. This result is not acceptable and will have to be resolved.
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The reason that this obstruction was not noticed until now is that in the crude CAD design drawing the
servo-motor-driven slewing bearing was drawn as a simple circular bearing, without including the
detail of the worm gear portion of the bearing. The omission of the worm gear portion of the slewing
bearing resulted in an incorrect analysis of the rotational clearances that exist during motion of the EL
mount. This is, of course, a disappointing revelation but not insurmountable.
A resolution of the problem can be obtained by rotating the mounting of the servo-motor/worm-gear by
two bolt holes counter-clockwise in the photo above. A counter-clockwise rotation will result in the
servo motor being oriented with the electrical connections of the servo motor “downward” rather than
“upward” (an upward orientation would tend to catch rain, etc). Such a change will result in the servomotor/worm-gear assembly being at a 45 degree angle with respect to horizontal, rather than being
horizontal.
To review what causes the servo-motor/worm-gear to be horizontal in the current design see the photo
below that was shown much earlier. Specifically, the feature of the mount that forces this angle to be
horizontal is the position of the “blank” space in the bolt circle relative to the four-tube cross member
of the tee assembly.
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Figure III-2. Review of the blank space feature in the bolt circle (bottom of the bolt circle) of the tee
structure inner bearing plate that forces the servo-motor/worm-gear portion of the slewing bearing to
be horizontal.
To make the servo-motor/worm-gear appendage of the slewing bearing appear at a different angle one
can drill a bolt hole in the blank space and rotate the mounting of the slewing bearing by however
many bolt holes is needed to achieve the desired angle. Each increment of rotation by a single bolt hole
position results in a 22.5 degree change in the mounting angle of the servo-motor/worm-gear
appendage. Therefore, to obtain a 45 degree angle for the appendage one would rotate the slewing
bearing mounting by two bolt holes relative to the current position on the inner bearing plate.
To access the inner bearing plate that needs drilling the tee mount can be removed from the torque
plates/transition box section by unbolting the attachment bolts that pass through the torque plates and
sliding the tee assembly away from the torque plate assembly. Then the servo-motor-bearing can be
unbolted from the inner bearing plate and removed to expose the inner bearing plate with the blank
space that needs to be drilled.
After drilling the new hole the slewing bearing will be re-bolted onto the bearing plate, rotated by two
bolt holes, then the tee structure inserted between the torque plates and bolted to the bearings once
again.
While admittedly this is a significant amount of work to do it needs to be done to resolve problem
created by the earlier (incomplete) CAD drawing analysis oversight. Performing this modification will
result in obtaining the desired range for elevation angle of at least 90 degrees to -5 degrees.
The photo below (shown earlier in Volume II) shows the current arrangement. In this view one can see
that unbolting the bearings will allow the tee structure with the bearings attached to be slid away from
the torque plate assembly to allow removal of the servo-driven bearing from the tee structure.
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Figure III-3. View showing that unbolting the two bearing will allow the tee section with bearings
attached to be slid away from the torque plate assembly. This photo was shown earlier in Volume II to
show that the transition box fabrication was completed.
The photo below shows the current configuration of the servo-driven slewing bearing relative to the
four-tube cross piece. The bearing will be rotated two bolt holes to achieve a 45 degree orientation of
the servo-motor assembly relative to the four-tube cross piece instead of the current horizontal
orientation to resolve the current elevation rotation clearance issue.
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Figure III-4. Current configuration of the servo-driven slewing bearing with the servo-motor/wormgear portion of the bearing aligned with the bottom of the four-tube cross piece. The bearing will be
rotated by two mounting bolt positions to a 45 degree orientation instead to fix an EL rotation
clearance issue that currently restricts the EL range of motion.
6.5 SERVO-DRIVEN BEARING ROTATED MOUNTING
To rotate the servo-driven bearing it will be necessary to separate the transition box from the tee
structure and remove the bearing from the tee structure to gain access to the inner bearing plate so that
a new hole can be drilled in the plate. The photo below shows how a manual pump hydraulic spreader
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is used to separate the transition box from the tee structure once the outer bearing bolts through the
torque plates are removed.

Figure III-5. Using a manual pump hydraulic spreader (orange units) to push the tee structure from
the transition box after the outside bearing bolts are removed.
The photo below shows the tee structure and transition box separated.
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Figure III-6. Tee structure is separated from the transition box.
To work on the tee structure it is useful to set it up on supports for convenience. The photo below
shows the tee structure in position to have the servo-driven bearing removed.
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Figure III-7. The tee structure is supported to be able to conveniently work on removing the servodriven slewing bearing. Note that most of the weight is held by the chains and hoist cable from above.
The photo below shows the servo-driven bearing removed to expose the inner bearing plate that needs a
new hole to be drilled at the bottom of the bolt hole circle.
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Figure III-8. The servo-driven slewing bearing has been removed to allow access to the inner bearing
plate of the tee structure.
A new hole will be added to the inner bearing plate at the bottom of the bolt hole circle. The photo
below shows the plate with the newly drilled hole.
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Figure III-9. View showing that a new 5/8” diameter hole has been drilled in the bearing plate.
Adding the new hole to the bearing plate allows the servo-driven bearing to be rotated relative to the
original position. The photo below shows the bearing mounted in the new orientation.
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Figure III-10. The servo-driven bearing is re-installed on the tee assembly at the new
orientation. The operational angle range for the dish is vertical and to the right in the photo.
The photo below shows the transition box being re-installed onto the tee assembly.
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Figure III-11. Re-installing the transition box onto the tee assembly after rotating the servo-driven
bearing. The orange unit is a manual hydraulic spreader bar to push the torque plates apart slightly to
make re-assembly easier.
The photo below shows the re-assembled tee structure with the transition box installed and the servodriven bearing rotated.
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Figure III-12. Tee structure and transition box are bolted together once again, with the servo-driven
bearing rotated properly to allow maximum maximum elevation angle range for the EL mount.
As noted earlier, a portion of a vertical gusset of the tee support must be cut away to permit the full
range of desired angles for the elevation motion. The photo below shows that the gusset has been cut
accordingly.
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Figure III-13. A portion of one of the tee vertical gussets has been cut away to allow the transition box
beam to pass when the dish is rotated to negative elevation angles.
The components that remain to be added to the EL mount are the counter weight containers and the
attachment beams to mate the EL mount to the dish back structure.
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6.6 COUNTER WEIGHT CONTAINER FABRICATION
The photo below shows initial fitting prior to welding of two of the eight support beams for the counter
weight containers. The containers will be fabricated and welded directly onto the support beams.

Figure III-14. Initial fitting of two support beams for the counter weight containers.
The EL mount is shown in the orientation that would have the dish in “bird bath” position, i.e., pointed
straight up. The dish back structure attachments will be welded to the top of the structure. These will
be added after the counter weight containers are fabricated.
The photo below shows the eight counter weight container support arms.
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Figure III-15. The eight counter-weight container support arms have been cut and put into place.
The four end support arms are welded in place while the inner four will be welded into place later.
The outer four support arms are welded onto the torque plates and transition box whereas the inner four
arms are presently clamped into their approximate positions. The final positions for the four inner
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support arms will be determined as the counter weight boxes are being fabricated and will be welded
into place as the containers are being fabricated.
The support arms have been cut to 80” length, instead of the CAD drawing length of 74”, to better
utilize the lengths of the raw materials. As it happens, three support arms can be cut from a 20’ length
of tube with no material wasted whereas three 74” lengths leaves an unused 18” piece of tube.
Additionally, using arms with the extra length could prove useful should more counter weight be
needed than has been anticipated as a longer counter weight moment arm creates additional space for
blocks.
It should be recognized that longer support arms move the moment arm of the counter weight system
further from the EL axis of rotation which yields a larger moment for a given weight of blocks. This
increases the effectiveness for a given number of blocks to balance a given dish moment.
The structure is ready to begin fabrication of the two counter-weight container boxes. These will be
custom fit using 4” wide, ¼” thick steel angle material and will be designed to easily accept the solid
masonry blocks that will be used as counter weights.
Custom cutting and fitting of the components of the counter weight containers is underway, as shown
in the photo below.
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Figure III-16. Custom cutting and fitting of the counter weight container components is underway
prior to welding the components of each container together and welding each to the support arms. Not
all container components are shown in this photo, some have yet to be added.
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The counter weight containers are designed to hold solid masonry blocks as counter weights. Each box
will contain two stacks of blocks, up to 10 blocks per stack. If 10 blocks per stack were used the block
weight would be 4 stacks x 10 blocks / stack x 30 lbs / block = 40 blocks x 30 lbs / block = 1200 lbs.
The two steel boxes that contain the block stacks together weigh about 750 lbs. Thus the counter
weight system is designed to be able to readily accommodate up to 1200 + 750 = 1950 lbs of counter
weight.
Should additional weight be required (which is not anticipated) an additional layer of blocks or perhaps
two layers of blocks could be accommodated on top of the current “max designed” stack height of 36”
and, of course, if even more weight is required, downward (in the photo above) extensions of the
containers could be added to the eight support posts to allow even more layers of blocks to be added
below the current containers. Rough calculations of weights and moments of the dish and counter
weight system suggest that about 24-28 blocks will be adequate to balance the dish. The current design
accommodates 40 blocks readily.
The blocks will be held in place using chains and load tighteners that vertically envelope the boxes and
stacks, one chain and one tightener per box. Short pieces of steel angle at the top edges of the top
blocks of the stacks will be used to protect the edges of the top blocks from the chains that would
otherwise damage the block edges when the chains are tightened. Photos will appear later that will
clear up confusion about this for the reader should this text description be confusing.
The photo below shows an almost complete counter weight container.
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Figure III-17. An almost completed counter weight container. A few welds remain to be made on the
lower level of the container and the sloping back strut is not present yet.
Most of the essential elements of one of the counter weight containers are shown welded into position
in the photo above. There remain a few welds to be made on the lower section where the two test
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masonry blocks are presently located and the long, sloping support strut that connects to the bottom
back center of the container and the square dish mount (not fabricated yet) with the pick-point bolt
positions is not yet in position. The sloping strut installation will await the fabrication and mounting of
the square structure that mates to the triangle back structure of the dish.
The non-driven side counter weight assembly welding is complete, without the aforementioned strut.
The driven-side counter weight assembly cutting, fitting, and welding is almost finished. Only welding
of the two bottom center dividers and painting need to be done. The current status is shown in the
photo below.

Figure III-18. The non-driven side counter weight assembly (right) is finished, except for the back
sloping strut that will be attached later, and the driven-side counter weight assembly (left) is nearly
similarly finished, lacking only welding of the two bottom dividers and painting.
After examining the figure above carefully with respect to how far the servo-motor assembly extends
from the EL axis rotation it became clear that because the AZ bearing has an identical servo-motor
assembly on it the clearance from the tee structure to the inside edge of the counter weight containers
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will NOT be sufficient to clear the AZ servo-motor assembly. Therefore, it will be necessary to move
the counter weight containers outward by about 4” more from the tee structure center line. That is an
unfortunate circumstance as the counter weight assemblies are now welded onto the transition box and
torque plates. But it must done. This clearance issue is the result of my failure to draw the slewing
bearings in sufficient detail, including the servo-motor/gear-reduction modules, in the Computer Aided
Design (CAD) program initially. Had I drawn those more realistically the clearance analysis would’ve
revealed this problem and it could’ve been avoided completely during fabrication of the four-tube cross
member. Oh well, this is a learning experience. Now we can see how one can recover from such an
error.
The first step in fixing the clearance issue is to cut the counter weight support arms off of the transition
box and torque plates. This will be done using a 4-1/2” angle grinder with a thin cut-off blade installed
on it instead of a grinding wheel. The photo below shows that the non-driven side counter-weight
support arms have been cut loose and the counter weight assembly shifted away from the tee structure
center line by about 5”. This amount of shift was chosen because it is intended to use two short
sections of 2-1/2” square tube (¼” wall thickness) welded together to create a new surface for the outer
counter weight support arms to attach that is 5” further from the original counter weight assembly
position.
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Figure III-19. The non-driven-side counter weight support arms have been cut from the transition box
and torque plate and shifted laterally about 5” to gain sufficient clearance for the AZ servo-motor
assembly.
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The photo below shows the first of two extensions that will be added to both outside edges of the
torque plate. Two extensions added together will result in a 5” outward shift of the mounting position
for the outer support arms of the counter weight assembly.

Figure III-20. An extension beam is being added to the existing tube that is welded to the torque plate.
This is the first of two that will be added to the tube, creating a 5” spacing outward from the center line
of the tee assembly.
The photo below shows two extensions have been added to gain the 5” shift needed for the counter
weight support arm positions
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Figure III-21. The second extension tube has been added to the first, to gain a total of 5” lateral shift
for the counter weight support arm. The support arm is shown in position but not yet welded.
The photo below shows an end view of the completed extension assembly with two horizontal cross
braces welded in place and the counter weight support arms welded too.
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Figure III-22. End view of the completed lateral extension of the non-driven-side counter weight
assembly.
The extension will provide clearance of the AZ servo-motor assembly when the tee structure is
mounted on the AZ mount.
The photo below shows a front view of the tee structure with the completed non-driven-side lateral
extension addition and the as yet not relocated servo-driven-side counter weight assemblies.
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Figure III-23. Front view of the EL tee structure showing the completed lateral extension and relocation of the non-driven-side (right side) counter weight assembly.
Next the servo-driven-side (left side) counter weight structure will be similarly cut off the transition
box and torque plate and relocated onto an as-yet-not-fabricated lateral extension similar to the
arrangement of the right side to fix the AZ servo-motor clearance issue.
The photo below shows that the driven-bearing-side counter weight support arms have been cut from
the transition box and torque plate, the counter weight assembly shifted outward from the tee center
line and that the extension tubes are being welded into place.
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Figure III-24. The driven-bearing-side counter weight support arms have been cut from the transition
box and torque plate and moved outward to gain the necessary clearance from the AZ slewing bearing
servo-motor appendage (not shown in this photo). The four extension spacers are being welded.
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The two cross braces are being cut and fit onto the extension spacers. In this photo the counter weight
assembly is not yet moved into its final position. Note that the EL-tee-assembly with the EL-servomotor appendage has been electrically driven to a position that helped gain access to the lower torque
plate welds so that those welds could be more easily cut. The tee assembly will now be returned to the
“bird bath” orientation for the remaining fabrication tasks.
The photo below shows the completed modification of the counter weight assemblies to create more
space between the tee structure and inside edges of the counter weight containers. This should permit
clearance of the servo-motor appendage of the AZ slewing bearing from the counter weight assemblies.

Figure III-25. Modifications of the counter weight assembly mounting positions have been completed.
The modifications should provide the required clearance between the servo-motor appendage of the AZ
slewing bearing and the counter weight containers.
This completes fabrication of the counter weight system of the EL mount.
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6.7 RECTANGLE-TO-TRIANGLE ADAPTER FABRICATION
The next step, which will complete mechanical construction of the EL mount, is to fabricate the adapter
that will bolt onto the dish back-structure triangle, including drilling of the pick point bolt holes
through both the adapter and triangle assemblies.
The original drawing of the design shows the adapter as being a square structure. However, after
examining the issue in more detail it is clear that using a rectangular structure instead offers advantages
over the original square adapter design. By making the adapter structure 80” x 62” (instead of 62”
square) the center of the transition box, the center of the dish, and the center of the adapter can be made
to all align. Further, the change will allow six pick points, and therefore six ¾” dia bolts, to be used to
attach the dish to the AZ/EL mount instead of four; which of course will be a stronger design. The new
adapter design and pick point locations are shown in the drawing below.

Figure III-26. Drawing showing the new adapter design which allows centering of the transition box,
dish center, and the adapter structure, top-down view. The new adapter structure is shown in black,
dish triangle in red, and transition box/EL mount center in blue. The six pick point locations are
shown as small circles.
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The photo below shows an initial fitting of the long-side beams of the adapter structure onto the
transition box.

Figure III-27. Initial fitting of the long-side beams of the adapter structure. Yellow tape measure
shows approximately where the sloping counter weight support beam will be located.
The adapter structure will actually be constructed while clamped onto the dish base triangle, not while
on the transition box as shown above.
The common center point on the dish center axis, transition box center axis, and the adapter structure
center axis is determined by the intersection of the three temporary alignment strings shown in the
photo below.
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Figure III-28. Location of the center point that will lie on the center axes of the dish, transition box,
and adapter structure is shown by the intersection of the three temporary alignment strings above.
The adapter structure beams will be assembled while lying on top of the triangle base structure of the
dish. This will allow the elements of the adapter to be clamped and welded into a fixed position
relative to the triangle base so that pick point bolt holes may be drilled through the adapter beams and
triangle elements ensuring alignment of the holes through the respective elements. After drilling and
welding of the adapter elements together the adapter structure will be moved to the EL mount transition
box for attachment to that structure. The photo below shows an initial fitting of the beams of the
adapter structure on top of the triangle base of the dish.
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Figure III-29. The beams that will comprise the rectangular adapter structure are shown clamped onto
the triangle base of the dish.
This temporary attachment of the adapter beams to the triangle base allows the beams of the adapter
structure to be welded together in place and the pick point bolt holes drilled through the adapter and
triangle elements so that final bolt hole alignments can be assured.
After drilling of the pick point bolt holes and welding of the adapter elements together, the adapter
structure will be removed from the triangle and attached instead to the transition box of the EL mount.
Of course, the final location of the adapter structure will be under the triangle base, not on top of the
triangle base as shown above. This temporary arrangement while fabricating the adapter structure is
used only to facilitate drilling of the pick point bolt holes in a manner that ensures pick point bolt hole
alignment.
The photo below shows the setup to drill one of the three 3” square tube triangle stiffener beams.
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Figure III-30. Setup to drill pick point bolt holes in one of the three triangle structure stiffener beams.
Note the magnetic bubble level on the stiffener beam in the photo. The beam is leveled by adjusting
the electric hoist chain support (left) up or down appropriately as consecutively larger/longer drill bits
are used to obtain the final diameter holes through the beam. Leveling ensures that the holes are drilled
“square” through the beam and not tilted.
Each stiffener beam requires two 7/8” diameter holes to be drilled through the beam for the ¾”
diameter pick point bolts. In addition, the adapter beams must be similarly drilled to align with the
holes in the other beams. The triangle angle iron must be hand drilled in place with holes to align with
the holes in the other beams. Hand drilling of the triangle beam is necessary because the triangle is
already installed on the dish, comprising a major component of the dish back structure. Each beam
shown under the dish in the previous photo must be removed, drilled, and replaced in the structure, one
at a time.
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The photo below shows that four of the six pick-point bolt holes have been drilled and ¾” diameter x
8” long grade 8 steel attachment bolts have been temporarily installed in the through holes in
preparation for welding of the various beams together.

Figure III-31. Four of the six pick-point bolt holes have been drilled through all of the dish attachment
beams and the attachment bolts are temporarily installed to hold the beams in place for welding.
After the other two pick point bolt holes have been drilled through their beams, attachment bolts will be
inserted and all six attachment bolts will be tightened in preparation for welding. The adapter beams
will be welded, including fabricating and welding gusset plates at each of the four corners of the
adapter structure. Then the triangle angle iron will be welded to the square tube stiffeners.
After welding is completed the rectangular adapter structure will be unbolted and moved to the EL
mount.
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The photo below shows all six through-holes have been drilled. Pick-point bolts are installed through
the triangle angle iron, triangle stiffener beams, and rectangle beams.

Figure III-32. Through holes for the six pick points have been drilled. The pick-point bolts are
installed temporarily to hold the beams of the rectangle in place while they are welded together.
To stiffen the rectangle, gusset plates will be welded into the corners of the rectangle structure. The
photo below shows gussets marked on a 12” x 6” x 3/8” thick steel plate. The gussets will be cut using
a plasma cutter.
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Figure III-33. Gussets for the rectangle structure are marked on a plate and clamped ready for cutting.
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The photo below shows the four gusset plates that have been cut out and will be used to stiffen the
rectangle structure. These gussets will be clamped onto the rectangle and welded to it.

Figure III-34. Gusset plates ready to install on the rectangle structure.
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Installing the gusset plates onto the rectangle structure will increase stiffness of the structure. Increased
stiffness of the rectangle structure is desirable to help avoid distortion when removing the rectangle
structure from the dish triangle, moving it to the EL mount and installing it onto the EL mount.
The photo below shows one of the gusset plates welded (topside) into place.

Figure III-35. A topside joint of the rectangle structure and one of the gusset plates welded into place.
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The photo below shows all four gusset plates welded topside and one of the pick point bolt positions is
painted blue to establish it as a unique hole/position to avoid installation/orientation confusion of the
dish triangle base and rectangle adapter structure later.

Figure III-36. All rectangle adapter gusset plates are welded (topside) into position. One of pick-point
bolt hole positions is painted blue to mark one of the rectangle hole positions and triangle base
position as unique to avoid assembly confusion after these sections are unbolted and removed for
further work.
The next step in the adapter fabrication process is to clamp the base triangle angle iron to the triangle
square-tube stiffeners so that those two components can be securely welded together while still bolted
to the rectangle adapter structure, ensuring continued alignment of the holes through the structures.
After welding the triangle sections together the rectangle adapter will be unbolted, removed from the
triangle base structures, and flipped over so that the bottom-side rectangle adapter joints and gussets
can also be securely welded. Further, once the adapter structure is removed the regions of the triangle
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base structures that are currently blocked by the adapter structure from welding will be exposed and
will then be welded securely.
The photo below shows the outside edges of the triangle support beams have been welded together.

Figure III-37. The outside edges of the dish triangle beams have been welded together. Note the use of
the large portable fan to direct toxic fumes produced when welding the galvanized angle iron away
from the welder.
After welding the outside edges of the triangle the rectangle can be unbolted from the triangle as the
relative positions of the through holes are now fixed on both the triangle and rectangle structures. The
photo below shows the rectangle unbolted from the triangle, flipped over, and the bottom sides of the
gussets and beams welded.
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Figure III-38. The rectangle adapter structure has been unbolted and removed from the triangle and
the bottom side joints securely welded. Also, the inside joints of the triangle structures have been
welded.
The rectangle adapter can now be moved to the EL mount and positioned onto the transition box. The
photo below shows the rectangle placed onto the transition box of the EL mount.
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Figure III-39. The rectangle adapter structure is in position to be welded onto the EL mount.
There was a question as to whether the tractor would be able to lift the EL mount once the rectangle
structure was added. The photo below shows a successful test lift in progress.
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Figure III-40. Successful lift of the EL mount with the rectangle adapter weight included. The
assembly is test lifted about 4” above the floor in this test. This assembly weighs about 2000 lbs.
The success in the hydraulics of the tractor being able to lift the El assembly with the adapter weight
added is encouraging that the adapter can be welded in place in the work shop instead of being added
after the main portion of the EL mount is mounted onto the AZ mount on the concrete structure outside.
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A second lift test will be required by adding the weight of the two sloping struts of the counter weight
system to the EL mount. If that is successful final welding of the EL mount with all of the components
in place can proceed.
Two more lift tests were performed:
1) lift as high as possible with the adapter structure on top of the EL mount, result: lifted only to 6’ 4”
2) lift as high as possible without the adapter structure weight on the EL mount, result: lifted to 8’6”
Result 1) is not high enough to be able to set the EL mount onto the AZ mount. Result 2) is high
enough to set the EL mount onto the AZ mount. Thus, it will be necessary to proceed with installing
the EL mount as it is and add the adapter structure and sloping counter weight struts afterwards.
The photo below shows the use of two tractors to install the EL mount onto the AZ mount; one to lift
the EL mount into position and the other to hold bolts, pry/alignment bars, wrenches and to provide a
place to stand while bolting the EL mount into place.
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Figure III-41. Using two tractors while installing the EL mount onto the AZ mount. One to lift and
position the EL mount and the other to provide a work platform from which to bolt the EL mount to the
AZ mount.
The photo below shows the mostly completed EL mount bolted onto the AZ mount.
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Figure III-42. EL mount is bolted onto the AZ mount.
The photo below shows the now mostly completed AZ/EL mount installed with the author for scale.
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Figure III-43. The mostly completed AZ/EL mount installed with Joe Martin K5SO shown for scale.
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After performing these EL mount installation tasks it is clear that the dish assembly should be placed
upon the AZ/EL mount using a crane as the height to be lifted and weight exceed the limited
capabilities of the equipment available here. Before commissioning a crane to come however it is
necessary to attach the adapter structure to the EL mount and fabricate and install the sloping counter
weight struts to the EL mount.
The sloping struts for the counter weights will be attached via bolt plates. The photo below shows a
bolt plate welded onto the rectangle adapter structure.

Figure III-44. A bolt plate for one of the sloping struts of the counter weight system is shown welded
onto the rectangle adapter structure.
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The photo below shows the two bolt plates that will be used to attach the upper ends of the two sloping
struts of the counter weight system.

Figure III-45. The two bolt plates for the sloping struts of the counter weight system are welded into
position at the top end of the adapter structure.
“Top end” in this case refers to the end of the adapter structure to which the top portion of the dish will
be mounted.
The photo below shows the rectangle adapter structure being welded into position atop the AZ/EL
mount.
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Figure III-46. The rectangle adapter structure is being welded into position atop the AZ/EL mount.
The rectangle adapter structure is shown in the photo below welded into position on the transition box
of the AZ/EL mount.
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Figure III-47. Rectangle adapter structure has been welded to the transition box. Note the color
orientation markings for the bolt plates to which the sloping struts will be attached. This side of the
adapter structure will support the top portion of the triangle mount of the dish.
The photo below shows the adapter structure portion that will support the lower portion of the triangle
mount of the dish.
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Figure III-48. Rectangle adapter structure is welded into position, support for the lower portion of the
triangle mount of the dish is facing the camera.
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The AZ/EL mount is complete except for fabrication and installation of the sloping struts, bolt plates,
and cross bars for the counter weight system and installation of the AZ and EL encoders.
The photo below shows bolt plates that will be used to attach the sloping struts to the rectangle adapter
and counter weight containers.

Figure III-49. Bolt plates that will be used to attach the sloping struts between the rectangle adapter
and the counter weight containers.
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Bolt plates are fabricated and drilled in pairs, with the orientations marked to ensure bolt holes align.
The bolt plates are 6” x 6” x ¼” thick with ½” diameter holes for bolts. The photo below shows a bolt
plate pair clamped onto one of the counter weight containers for fitting of a sloping strut.

Figure III-50. Fitting of a bolt plate pair onto a counter weight container in preparation for
measuring the sloping strut length needed.
The photo below shows how string is used to measure the required length of the sloping struts.
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Figure III-51. Using string to measure the required sloping strut lengths.
The photo below shows how the string measurement also provides the cut angle needed to mate with
the respective bolt plate surfaces.
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Figure III-52. Using a piece of cardboard to record the cut angle needed for the lower end of a sloping
strut to mate to the strut side of a bolt plate pair.
Once cut, the strut will be welded to the bolt plate while the bolt plate is in the proper place on the
counter weight container. The photo below shows that the upper end bolt plate has been welded onto
the top end of a sloping strut and bolted to a previously welded bolt plate of the rectangle adapter.
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Figure III-53. The top end bolt plate has been welded onto the sloping strut and the upper end has
been bolted onto the previously welded rectangle adapter bolt plate.
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In the photo above the counter weight cross bar is being positioned to optimally accept the lower end of
the strut onto a bolt plate pair. The straps and clamps and temporary aluminum beam are used to hold
the strut in place while bolting the upper end of the strut and fitting the lower end to the lower bolt
plate pair. The sloping strut for the other side is shown leaning on the counter weight container for that
side awaiting installation. The lower ends of each sloping strut will be welded in place while
clamped/strapped onto the counter weight bolts plate pairs, respectively. The cross bars will also then
be securely welded to the counter weight containers.
The photo below shows a lower attachment bolt plate for the sloping strut, welded onto the counter
weight container cross bar.

Figure III-54. Lower attachment of a sloping strut, welded onto a cross bar bolt plate of the counter
weight container.
The photo below shows the completed AZ/EL mount pointing to an imaginary target with its (at this
stage) imaginary dish.
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Figure III-55. The completed AZ/EL mount.
Fabrication of the AZ/EL mount is now completed. Next will be to install position encoders and servomotor drive units.
THIS COMPLETES VOLUME III OF THE PROJECT PROGRESS REPORTS. Work will continue
to be reported in http://www.k5so.com/project_to_build_an_8.4GHz_radio_telescope_volume_IV.pdf.
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